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Introduction

• Straw Poll
• What we remember: hidden histories
• How we remember: distorted history
• Sources
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Peterloo 1819
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The history: What happened?The Manchester Working Class, The Radicals: Henry Hunt and Samuel BamworthThe MarchThe ArrestsMassacreThe TrialsThe social democratic narrativeThe ‘reasonable’ demandsOrganised/disorganisedNon-violent‘Victim’ centredGood and evilThe hidden history: a new narrativeReading from ‘Live Working or Die Fighting’The drilling, The riots, The trials, The calls for insurrectionFor a few months following Peterloo it seemed to the authorities that the country was heading towards an armed rebellion. Encouraging them in that belief were two abortive uprisings, in Huddersfield and Burnley, during the autumn of 1819, and the discovery and foiling of the Cato Street Conspiracy to blow up the cabinet that winter.



Peterloo 1819

• What happened?
• The social democratic narrative
• The hidden history: a new narrative?
• Re-reading Peterloo
• Remembering
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Peterloo 1819
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In 2007, Manchester City Council replaced the original blue plaque with a red one, giving a fuller account of the events of 1819. It was unveiled on 10 December 2007 by the Lord Mayor of Manchester, Councillor Glynn Evans.[86] Under the heading "St. Peter's Fields: The Peterloo Massacre", the new plaque reads:On 16 August 1819 a peaceful rally of 60,000 pro-democracy reformers, men, women and children, was attacked by armed cavalry resulting in 15 deaths and over 600 injuries.



The 1831 Bristol ‘Riot’
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What happened:The Reform Act of 1831The mobThe chaosThe massacreThe narrative of the left (Reform Act) and the right (Mob) juxtaposedWhy Bristol fails the test…Disorganised?No clear political aimsViolentOn the offensiveRiot was part of the historyDebauched, drunken, lewd etc etc.



The 1831 Bristol ‘Riot’
• What happened?
• The competing narratives
• Why Bristol fails the test
• Mob agendas: a new narrative?
• Remembering
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The 1831 Bristol ‘Riot’
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The Tolpuddle Martyrs (1834)

• What happened?
• The narrative of Tolpuddle
• Why Tolpuddle?
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What happened: 6 blokes join a friendly society, treason ‘swearing an oath’The arrest, trial and transportation of the Tolpuddle six for swearing an oath was met by peaceful mass petitioning (800,000 signatures), a meeting of 1000 people and a one day demonstration of 200,000 in London . The six were eventually pardoned two years later in March 1836 and all had returned to England by 1838The Tolpuddle narrativeAs far as reformist urban labour histories go the Tolpuddle incident ticks all the boxes and provides a classic narrative of victim orientated struggle. Some impoverished workers joined a perfectly respectable Methodist led organisation, which was dedicated to modern forms of industrial struggle including the non-violent improvement of wages and conditions. As a result the local landowners in collaboration with an anti-union government used a law based on mutiny and implying treason to prosecute a group of innocent men, transport them and in so doing martyr them. A massive peaceful campaign by the urban working class eventually leads to their pardon and return to England to live happily ever after.



The Tolpuddle Martyrs (1834)



Captain Swing (1830-31)

• What were the Swing Riots?
• Who was Captain Swing?
• Scale
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What were the Swing Riots?The ‘Swing riots’ were a huge wave of mass machine breaking, arson, protests, riots and extortion carried out by farm labourers and village artisans between the summers of 1830 and 1831.Beginning in Kent the movement spread rapidly over three months to engulf more than twenty-two counties mainly from the southeast to the southwest of England.They became known as the Swing riots as the collective destruction of agricultural machines and the burning of hayricks was often preceded by a threatening letter to the owners signed by the mysterious ‘Captain Swing’.The disturbances were characterised by self-organised mobile gangs of farm labourers and others, often from different villages, carrying out the brazen destruction of machinery and extortion of the better-off landowners in a local district. Other facets of the movement included riots over wages and tithes, the destruction of workhouses and factories and attacks on parsons, the gentry and overseers of the poor.  Causes for the riots:Progressive unemployment and pauperisation of the farm labourers after the Napoleonic Wars, partly due to the mechanisation of agriculture. As a result many of the labourers and their families were forced into taking parish charity and consequently there were attempts by the wealthy to reduce the increasing burden of poor relief. The final straw was two particularly bad harvests in 1828 and 1829Who was Captain Swing?Nedd Ludd, the mythical leaderScale….some stats



Captain Swing: Some Statistics 1
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1475 Hobsbawm and Rude (1969)3283 FACHRS (2005)The human cost to the labourers and their allies was even more severe with nearly 2000 trials, of which 252 people were sentenced to death (19 were actually executed), 644 imprisoned and nearly 500 transported to Australia for terms of 7 to 14 years with little hope of ever returning[1]. This was the largest group of prisoners ever transported from England for a common crime. The authors point out as a result of the repression ‘in the south of England, there were whole communities that, for a generation, were stricken by the blow. From no other protest movement of the kind – from neither Luddites nor Chartists, nor trade unionists - was such a bitter price exacted’[2].�



Captain Swing: Some Statistics 2
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Tolpuddle and Swing: The Flea 
and the Elephant

• The Flea: Tolpuddle
• The Elephant: Swing
• Mythmaking and ticking the boxes
• Remembering
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The FleaThe ElephantMythmaking and ticking the boxesSwing: offensive, violent, lacked formal organisation, rural, pre-industrial tacticsTolpuddle: victim led, defensive, non-violent, formal ‘religious’ organisation, modern



Captain Swing: Remembering
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Salisbury Guild Hall and Henry Cook …Micheldever’s St Mary’s Church HampshireHe was one of several hundred Hampshire farm labourers who went on the rampage in the Dever Valley on November 19, smashing the new threshing machines that threatened their livelihoods. The mob reached Northington Down Farm – it still exists today – where they destroyed machinery and demanded two sovereigns from owner Thomas Dowden. Another landowner William Baring - whose family owned The Grange at Alresford – gathered his own men and arrived at the farm to confront the labourers. John Silcock, spokesman for the workers, stepped forward to tell Mr Baring they were destroying machines wherever they could find them. On hearing this Mr Baring grabbed his collar, prompting the labourers to pour forward and rescue their fellow worker. It is claimed Mr Cook, 21, then stepped up to deliver a fateful blow. "He had a sledgehammer in his hand or some kind of pole,” said David Findley, from The Dever Valley Local History Society. “He raised it and struck the brim of Mr Baring’s hat and then his shoulder, causing him to fall to the ground.” Accounts differ as to how much damage was done to the aristocrat. “His pride more than anything was hurt,” Mr Findley added. “You just could not have a farm worker hit a member of the aristocracy.” Regardless of the extent of Mr Baring’s injuries the labourer was arrested a month later. He was found guilty of intent to murder and was executed at Winchester prison in Jewry Street on January 15, 1831. 



Some Thoughts

• Violence and non-violence
• Formal ‘organization’ and spontaneity
• Victims or insurgents? 
• The two sided coin of modernity

 The problem of the ‘peasant’ (or rural proletarian)
 The problem of the ‘lumpen’
 Pre-industrial’ tactics as anti-progress
 The problem of politicisation
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Whig vs Social democratic/labour movemnet histories, and classical MarxistViolence and non-violence (Neil Kinnock 1980s History of the British W/C)Formal ‘organization’ and spontaneityVictims or insurgents? The two sided coin of modernity (Whig and Marxist)The problem of the ‘peasant’ (or rural proletarian)The problem of the ‘lumpen’Pre-industrial’ tactics as anti-progress (Luddism, collective bargaining by riot, hit squads 1980s)The problem of politicisation (Swing, Peterloo, Bristol Riot)



Some Conclusions

• Hidden histories
• Distorted histories
• Class struggle in many forms
• Agency
• Victims and Insurgents
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Hidden histories (it cuts both ways, getting the dirty washing out): Swing, Peterloo, Bristol Riot, TolpuddleDistorted histories: Peterloo, Bristol Riot, SwingClass struggle in many forms, Trade Unions, the Working Class comes afterAgencyVictims and InsurgentsThe role of radical historians
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